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(54) Title: A METHOD FOR CONTROLLING BLIND SLAT ANGLE AND HEIGHT OF A SINGLE MOTOR BLIND

(57) Abstract: A method and corresponding system is disclosed that controls the blind slat angle and height using a single window blind motor. The system includes, an integrated lighting and daylight control system (110) including a window blind system (140) having one motor for controlling height and slat angle of the window blind system, and a processor in communication with a memory, the memory including code which when accessed by the processor causes the processor to determine movement of the window blind height and the window blind slat angle, wherein the processor converts a relative blind height and slat angle data to an absolute blind height and slat angle data based on predetermined specifications of the blind motor and window blind system, and sends the absolute data to the blind motor.

Window blinds microcontroller receives relative height and angle commands

Window blinds microcontroller calculates blind height and angle by converting relative units to absolute units

Window blinds microcontroller repositions the blind height and angle and determines a transition time

Window blinds microcontroller calibrates the system by determining reference parameters and then compensates for mechanical slack in the blind motor/system
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